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Phonemic Awareness 

1. Manipulating sounds to make new words 

What word would we make if we dropped the first sound in each of these words? 

never without the ‘n’ – ever 

drove without the ‘d’ – rove 

gate without the ‘g’ – ate 

year without the ‘y’ – ear 

take without the ‘t’ – ache 

land without the ‘l’ – and 

 

What word would we make if we dropped the last sound in each of these words? 

treat without the last ‘t’ – tree 

sink without the ‘k’ – sing 

Sean without the ‘n’ – sure 

sheep without the ‘p’ – she 

work without the ‘k’ – were 

wind without the ‘d’ – win  

 

2. Extension 

What word would we make if we swapped the vowel sound in the middle of each 

of these words? 

The short ‘e’ in tell for a short ‘i’ – till 

The long ‘i’ in like for a long ‘a’– lake 

The short ‘o’ in shot for a short ‘u’ – shut 

The short ‘o’ in got for a long ‘a’ – gate 

The long ‘i’ in pile for a long ‘a’ – pale 

The short ‘o’ in shock for a short ‘oo’– shook 

 



Phonics 

NOTE 

The ‘sh’ sound can be written in many different ways: ship, chef, sugar, tissue, 

station, special, anxious, tension, ocean. 

 

The most common way of writing this sound at the start and end of words is sh, 

although some words of French origin use ch (chef, champagne).  

 

When the ‘sh’ sound is inside words, it is rarely written as sh. Many words have suffixes 

that begin with the ‘sh’ sound (investigation, cautious, spatial, tension, commission) 

and the ‘sh’ sound in these cases is written in different ways (ti, si, ssi). It is useful for 

students to learn about word families that contain suffixes that begin with ‘sh’ and 

have the same spelling patterns. You can use the words from Mum’s Birthday Treat 

to begin making word banks of nouns that end in ‘sh’ suffixes (explanation, 

conditions), adjectives that end in ‘sh’ suffixes (patient, special, cautious) and other 

words that have ‘sh’ in the middle where it isn’t part of a suffix (cushion, fashion, 

ocean, parachute). 

 

1. Introducing the ‘sh’ sound 

Practise making the ‘sh’ sound. Ask students to repeat the words Sean, shape and 

shock and to listen to the ‘sh’ sound at the start of these words. 

 

2. Brainstorming words that contain the ‘sh’ sound  

Brainstorm words that begin with a ‘sh’ sound (shot, sure, show, shine, shiver, shook, 

show). 

 

Brainstorm words that end with a ‘sh’ sound (wish, flash, dish, flush, smash, crush, 

wash). 

 

Brainstorm words that have a ‘sh’ sound inside the word (station, cushion, patient, 

cautious, ocean, Martian, mission, Russian, special, fashion). This is quite a difficult 

task so you might need to give clues such as the following: 

The place I go to catch a train is called a … station. 

A kind of pillow you might have on your couch is called a … cushion. 

If I have to wait in a queue for a long time, I have to be … .patient. 

 

3. Looking for the spelling patterns for the ‘sh’ sound 

Say the word fish and count the sounds. Draw three sound boxes on the board. 

 

 

 

Write the word fish on the board and ask students to help you fill in the sound boxes. 

Circle the spelling pattern for the ‘sh’ sound. 

 

 

 

   

f i sh 



Say the word sure and count the sounds. Draw two sound boxes on the board if the 

word is pronounced ‘sh’ ‘or’, or three sound boxes if it is pronounced ‘sh’ ‘u’ ‘r’. 

 

 

 

Write the word sure on the board and ask students to help you fill in the sound boxes. 

Circle the spelling pattern for the ‘sh’ sound. 

 

 

 

Say the word station and clap the syllables. Draw a syllable divider on the board. 

 / 

 

Say the first syllable in station and count the sounds. Draw three sound boxes on the 

board. 

 / 
 

Say the second syllable in station and count the sounds. Draw three sound boxes in 

the second syllable space. 

 / 
 

Fill in the sound boxes, syllable by syllable. Highlight the spelling pattern for the ‘sh’ 

sound. 

 / 
 

 

Extension 

Say the word parachute and clap the syllables. Draw two syllable dividers on the 

board. 

 / / 

 

Say the first syllable and count the sounds. Draw three sound boxes in the first syllable 

space. 

 / / 
 

Say the second syllable and count the sounds. Draw one sound box in the second 

syllable space. 

 / / 

 
Say the third syllable and count the sounds. Draw three sound boxes in the third 

syllable space. 

 

 / / 

 

Fill in the spelling patterns for each sound, a syllable at a time. Highlight the spelling 

pattern for the ‘sh’ sound 

   

s ure

  

      

s t a ti o n 

a 

       

   

    



 / / 

 
Write the patterns you have found on the board: 

 sh s ti ch 

 

Write some of the words students brainstorm for the ‘sh’ sound under these spelling 

patterns. Explain to students that these are the most common spelling patterns for 

the ‘sh’ sound, but they might find more! Add other spelling patterns to the list as you 

find them. 

 

4. Finding the words that contain the ‘sh’ sound in the story 

As students read Mum’s Birthday Treat, ask them to listen for words that contain the 

‘sh’ sound. After reading the story through once, go back and re-read it a page at a 

time. Ask students to identify the ‘sh’ words on each page, and write them on the 

board under the correct spelling pattern. Ask students to colour-code the spelling 

patterns for the ‘sh’ sound in the words on the board. 

 

5. Extension 

Write the ‘sh’ words from the book and from students’ suggestions onto cards. 

Students could sort the cards into spelling pattern groups. They could then look at 

where in the word each spelling pattern occurs. The sh spelling, for example, usually 

occurs at the beginning or end of words. The ti and ci spellings are found inside 

words. 

 

Vocabulary Development 

1. Word meanings 

Use the lists of important vocabulary in the story (nouns, verbs and adjectives) on the 

inside back cover of the book to generate discussion based on students’ own 

experiences. Choose some to discuss further. 

 

For example: 

Verbs  

Shouted, whispered, cried are words that tell how a person is talking. 

Would you shout, cry or whisper if you were about to go for a ride in a hot air 

balloon?  

“I hope they’ve got parachutes,” whispered Mum. Why do you think she whispered? 

Charlotte and Sean were shocked when the pilot turned on a huge burner. Why do 

you think they were shocked? 

 

Wobble, shake are words that tell how something moves. 

What other words might tell us how a hot air balloon might move? 

 

Nouns – fabric, burner, flames, basket, balloon 

Make a list of all the things you might see connected to a hot air balloon.  

Describe the thing that each of these words names – what is it?  

Where would you see it?  

ch u te p a r 



What does it look like? 

 

2. Synonyms 

Generate new words that could replace these ones that appear in the story: 

treat – surprise 

field – paddock 

cautious– careful, concerned 

fabric – material 

 

Would the sentence in the story mean the same thing if you swapped each word 

from the story for its synonym? 

 

3. Antonyms 

Generate words that mean the opposite of these ones that appear in the story: 

safe – dangerous, unsafe 

whisper – shout, yell, scream 

windy – calm, still, peaceful  

lifted – dropped, descended, fell 

full – empty, bare 

 

Discuss whether each of these antonyms really means the opposite of the word as it 

is used in the story. Would the sentence mean the same thing if you swapped the 

word from the story for one of its antonyms? 

 

Comprehension 

1. Story structure 

On Activity Sheet 1 students draw or write about the key events in this story. They 

draw a red line around the box(es) that give the story the most action and 

excitement. They can then show their page to someone who hasn’t read the story 

and tell them the story from their own sheet. 

 

2. Answering questions 

While reading the story, as well as when you have finished, develop comprehension 

with questions such as the following. 

• When Sean tells Mum to guess what her birthday treat might be, she asks him to 

tell her because she doesn’t like surprises. Why do you think she doesn’t like 

surprises? 

• Why does Dad have to drive out into the country? Why was the hot air balloon in 

the country? (It would not be safe to fly a hot air balloon in the town.) 

• Mum whispers, “I hope they’ve got parachutes.” Why would she say that? How 

do you think she is feeling about her birthday treat? 

• Dad says, “The conditions are just right.” What does he mean? (The weather is 

perfect for flying a hot air balloon.) 

• Flying in the hot air balloon is Mum’s birthday treat. Do you think she is going to 

enjoy it? Who do you think will enjoy it the most? Why do you think that? 

 



3. Generating questions and ideas 

Guide students to generate their own questions about the story and to relate it to 

their own experience. 

• Pretend Sean or Charlotte is in your class at school. They tell the class about their 

experience flying in a hot air balloon. What questions would you ask them? 

(What did they enjoy most about flying in the balloon? How did they feel when 

the balloon began to lift off the ground? What was it like drifting over the 

countryside? How did the pilot control the balloon when it was time to land?) 

• Have you ever flown in a hot air balloon? Have you ever watched hot air 

balloons flying? Describe your experience. If you haven’t flown in a hot air 

balloon, describe what you think it might be like. 

• On page 5, when the family arrive, they just see a pile of fabric on the ground. 

What do you think it means when the story says it “takes shape”? How does this 

happen? How does the pilot know when the balloon is ready to take off? Discuss 

with others in the group what they know about hot air balloons.  

• Pages 10 and 11 show Sean and his family standing in the wicker basket 

attached to the hot air balloon. Think of words that describe how they might be 

feeling. Which words would describe Dad’s feeling, Mum’s feelings, Sean’s 

feelings, Charlotte’s feelings? 

• Think of questions you could ask each family member after the flight. (What did 

they see? What could they hear? Was it cold/warm up there? Were they 

frightened?) 

• Describe a different kind of flight you have experienced. What did you fly in? 

Where did you go? Who did you go with? Did you like it? Why or why not? 

 

Fluency 

1. Turning the story into a play 

You could choose students in the roles of narrator, Sean, Charlotte, their mum and 

dad, and each person then reads their part as they act out the story. Alternatively, 

groups of students could read each part as a Reader’s Theatre. 

 

2. Preparing for and recording an interview 

Students work in groups of three, one in the role of a reporter for the local radio 

station and the others in the roles of Sean and Charlotte. The reporter is to interview 

the children about their experience flying in a hot air balloon, and prepares by 

writing down the questions he or she wants to ask them. Sean and Charlotte may 

need to prepare their answers as well. Each group records their interview. 

 

3. Phonics focus words 

Make up the phonics focus words into cards – either colour-code the ‘sh’ spelling 

patterns or print them in colour. These cards can be used for quick word recognition 

or for word sorts to identify spelling patterns for the ‘sh’ sound. 



ACTIVITY SHEET 1: Story structure 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

  



Phonics focus words 

shake explanation 

sheep parachute 

shook cautious 

shot shocked 

sure conditions 

shape patient 

Sean special 

she Charlotte 
 


